Thank you for selecting Enclume. Enclume is the No.1 brand in pot racks.

WARNING: READ ALL OF THESE INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE ASSEMBLING AND USING YOUR RACK.

Enclosed you will find everything needed for the assembly of your storage rack. Two people are highly recommended for assembly.

The parts and hardware included are:

Hardware included:
24 – Barrel Bolt – #10 x 24 x 7/16”
24 – Barrel Screw – #10 x 24 x 5/16”
3 – Felt Pads
2 – 5/32” Hex Key Wrenches

Components included:
3 – Uprights
8 – Shelf Sets (Lettered A - H)
Each set contains 3 shelf pieces for a total 24 pieces

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

1) Unpack the rack box, layout the contents, and match them to the hardware and component lists above.

2) Place two of the three uprights on a firm surface with what will be the lower ends of the uprights extending to your right (these lower ends are the longer parts of the uprights).

3) Locate the Bottom Shelf Set Letter H (set of three), the largest and bottom layer of shelves. Using two of the three shelf pieces, attach the two shelf pieces to an upright by inserting the barrel screws and bolts as follows:
   a) First through the hole in one end of shelf piece,
   b) Then through the lowest hole in the upright, and then
   c) Through the hole in the other shelf.
   Connect the two shelf pieces surrounding the upright by inserting a barrel screw and bolt, making sure the upright is between the two shelves. You may use both hex wrenches to tighten this connection, do not fully tighten at this time.

4) Using the third shelf piece from the Shelf Set you are working with, repeat Step 3 to connect the two remaining open shelf pieces to the second upright.

**PLEASE TURN THIS INSTRUCTION OVER**
ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS, continued

5) Locate the third upright, make sure the marked lower end is to the right, and then connect this upright to the remaining two open shelf pieces with the barrel screws and bolts, as in Steps 3 and 4.

NOTE: You will be revisiting the process of instructions 3 -5 with the other shelf sets.

6) Locate the Top Shelf Set Letter A, and repeat steps 3-5 to install the highest shelf to the top of your cookware stand.

7) Your cookware stand can now be stood up, so you have the option of finishing assembly with the stand lying down or upright, whichever is the easiest to work from.

8) Repeat Steps 3 – 5 to connect the remaining six Shelf Sets (sets B-G) starting with shelf G and working from the bottom up, to the three uprights.

9) Place the assembled rack upright on a level surface and using the two hex wrenches, tighten the TOP shelves first, then the BOTTOM shelf, then square up the stand and securely tighten all barrel screws and bolts on the remaining six shelves.

10) Apply the enclosed felt pads to the underside of the bottom tab of each of the three uprights.

USE INSTRUCTIONS

1) Take care to place your cookware rack on a solid, level surface in an area out of the way from foot traffic.

2) Place heavier pots on the lower shelves and avoid over-loading top shelves to create a possible top-heavy condition and rack instability.

3) Enclume’s hammered steel racks are finished with an industrial wax which is designed to provide years of protection to your cookware stand. Cleaning is easily done with a damp cloth, and dry thoroughly after cleaning. If a touch-up is ever needed a commercial wax product is recommended.

4) Accessory Shelves – The alder wood shelf set shown in the above image may be ordered from the Company.

WARNING It is important that your rack is assembled correctly. If assembled or used incorrectly, it could become unstable and collapse, possibly causing injury.

Limited Warranty: This product is warranted to be free of defects in material or workmanship for a period of five years from the date of your purchase. Your exclusive remedy shall be the repair or replacement of the defective product, and shall be subject to the following conditions: (1) you provide notice of any defect to Enclume within the warranty period, and (2) you return the defective product to Enclume Design Products (24 Colwell St., Port Hadlock, WA 98339), postage prepaid within 20 days of obtaining a return authorization number from Enclume (which may be obtained by telephoning the number at the bottom of this instructions). There are no other warranties, expressed or implied, applicable to this product. THERE ARE NO WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. ENCLUME SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIMS ALL INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE PURCHASE OR USE OF THIS PRODUCT.

If you need help, please call 1-877-362-5863
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